PLANET X PHENOMENON
The purpose of this illustration is to depict the ancient suppositions of what the 2nd Sun or Nemesis, Planet X phenomenon consists of. There is plenty of evidence from ancient civilizations that mapped its course. It is speculated that it is due as an incoming object . The possible motive to hide the evidence of the approaching Planet
X is because Earth is about to experience ‘Acts of God’ in which governments have no control over. Prior visits by Nemesis may have been the cause of the catastrophic sinking of the legendary Island of Atlantis, the global catastrophe of Noah's Flood and the 10 Plagues of Egypt during the Exodus for example. Legend has it that the
world has been destroyed 4 times and the current ’Order’ is the 5th or that which is to come. Other nation’s telescopes like that of Netherlands (NIVR) and the United Kingdom (SERC) have presented data to confirm that the Solar System does have 2 Suns. As the binary ‘Dark Star’ is speculated to pass through this Solar System, its
own planets to include Nibiru will come in direct opposition to Earth’s orbit. This event will coincide with the Revelation 12 Virgo-Dragon depiction. Of note, the binary Sun does not need to pass near to have catastrophic effects. The sheer mass and size of the Giant Brown Dwarf will act and is currently acing as a giant ‘magnet’.
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Ancient Past?

Nibiru is 1 of the planets of the 2nd Sun called Nemesis. It is actually the Giant
Dwarf or the Black Sun that is attributed to being the ‘Red, Horned’ body. It has
7 Moons/Planets –just like the total 7 headed-Horned Dragon in the book of
Revelation 12 Sign. The appearances of Nibiru are said to be ~6125 years apart.
It is ‘Horned’ because of its gas reactions as it approaches the Sun’s solar
winds. Many extra-Biblical sources foretell of a Blue Star first to ’warn’ as a
prelude to the coming is this ’Destroyer’. This celestial body is expected to be
visible during the 70th Week of Years per Daniel and the book of Revelation
that coincide with the various Seal Judgments. In essence, YHVH will be using
this 2nd Sun to ‘destroy’ and judge the ‘Last Generation’ as it was in the ‘Days
of Noah’.
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Virgo has 6 Stars in the northern and
6 Stars in the southern hemisphere
of her head. (12 Tribes of Israel)
Planet X is an euphemism for
the 7-headed Dragon Sign of the
book of Revelation 12 that really is
Nemesis or the incredibly dense failed
2nd Sun.
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If this is what the ’models’ are telling, then great catastrophes including a complete Pole Shift,
mega earthquakes will be precipitated by this event, once it arrives. Some researchers have
speculated that Planet X will actually have 2 flybys, 1 as it comes in and 2 as it goes out. After
the 1st passage of Nemesis like the ‘eye of a hurricane’, the rest of the hurricane force winds
will return but in the opposite direction. The tail of the Binary Dwarf will be carrying a stream
of asteroids. The Bible speaks of a major impact of a ‘Falling Star’, and ‘Wormwood’ plus a
spiritual Angelic Beings falling as ‘Stars’ that will be ‘cast down’ to Earth as a door is opened
to the inter-dimensional prison of the Fallen Angels called the Watchers or Titans. Such are
the ones who came to this planet Earth in the day of the Patriarch Enoch to deface Humanity
with Angelic DNA experimentation, etc.

The Planet of the Xing
The ‘Horned’ winged disk as portrayed by ancient civilizations has been the subject of conspiracy theories and/or a cover up. There is a lot of
disinformation surrounding this Planet X phenomenon because if true, it will cause mass panic and chaos as civilization will not continue on the same
level of civil order. Many pseudo-science experts are attributing a mass-object to the heating-up of the entire Solar System. It has caused increased
Earth volcanoes and earthquakes, rapid Pole Shifting, massive animal deaths, abnormal weather patterns, etc.
It is supposed that world governments have ‘known’ about this celestial body for some time but have not disclosed it officially to the public, although in
the 1980s, several NASA scientist did. Many world governments like China, Russia and the USA have invested billions in deep underground military
bases or cities called D.U.M.B.s, for this very reason, aside for military purposes and the continuation of government.

Sumerian ancient text describe a former Planet between
Mars and Jupiter that collided with a Nibiru moon. It
produced the Asteroid Belt. The collision also produced
the Earth and Moon as it is known.

